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Garden Fields School
School Development Plan
2018-19
Happy, Caring and Inspiring
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Garden Fields JMI School
Vision Statement and Aims
VISION
Garden Fields School is a happy, inspiring and caring community which respects and values everyone,
empowering lifelong learning.
AIMS
 Provide an environment where all children feel safe, happy and confident and are challenged to make the
most of their abilities
 Develop individual personalities alongside respect and understanding of others
 Provide a positive atmosphere where each child can be encouraged to develop their potential
academically, physically, socially and emotionally
 Have fun and experience new, enriching, challenging, technological and stimulating opportunities from
the world around us.
 Develop and support creativity and problem solving skills through a variety of experiences
 Support every child to make progress through the curriculum and to have high expectations for their
achievements in each year they are within the school
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Introduction and Rationale for the 2018/19 School Development Plan
This year’s plan comes after a year in which we had a very successful Ofsted inspection (March 2018) and as a result two of the key priorities for this
year’s plan relate to the two development areas highlighted in our Ofsted report, namely to develop our assessment systems for the non-core subjects
and also to develop our support for children with SpLD’s.
The latter area is something that was highlighted in our last plan, but now we aim to take this further in ensuring that there is consistently effective
support across classes and age groups. Linked to this priority, we also aim this year to make our literacy teaching more encompassing of all children who
may not be making the progress that we would hope for by following a pure Read, Write Inc. (RWI) style literacy curriculum. Ruth Palmer and Su Kemp
Robertson have successfully bid for a grant to enable them to implement a wider range of literacy techniques as well as a deeper phonological approach
to the teaching of core reading and writing skills. Our data shows that average and above average attainers often progress well through the RWI scheme
but others are held back. Ruth and Su’s work aims to tackle this.
For Key Stage 2, Michelle Cole has successfully bid for a grant to develop a Herts for Learning (HfL) reading fluency project which aims to develop the
ability of our older children to read and understand more complex texts including classic, older fiction. The texts used in the end of year KS2 tests in
recent years have become more challenging and often include older fiction sometimes with vocabulary that some children don’t understand. Children
who are making less progress in reading will be identified for focused teaching sessions looking at a range of more challenging texts with an experienced
teacher. The cohort will also include any pupils in receipt of the pupil premium who are not currently not on track for meeting age related expectations in
reading by the end of Year 6.
Attainment in end of key stage data in maths was high in 2018 but in order to maintain high standards it is important that we continue to drive the
improvements that we have made to the teaching of reasoning and calculation across the school. The HfL Essentials for Maths programme has been led
by Michelle Cole and developed by the Year 2 team and work scrutiny and lessons observed by Ofsted and our Herts Improvement Partner highly praised.
Debbie Huntley will now be leading our provision at Key Stage 2 and will be working to ensure that this work is carried through into early Key Stage 2.
Another key priority for this academic year is to look at ways to extend our premises to enable us to continue to have our own music room, to house an
ICT suite, to establish areas for a before and after school club and also ensure that we have enough hall space moving forward for PE and sports. This will
involve detailed planning to incorporate decisions around what spaces to use, feasibility studies, costings and ultimately bidding for grants, but has to
begin somewhere if we are to ensure world class facilities for our growing pupil population.
We will also begin the process to join the Alban Academies Trust and if mutual due diligence and the detail around the schedule of delegation is
agreeable, then we will become a full member of the trust. Membership will give opportunities for governors, school leaders, teaching and support staff,
including financial, clerical and premises teams to work together which has the potential to be highly very valuable in terms of expertise being shared for
the ultimate benefit of our children.
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Key Priorities 2018/19
1) Develop whole school summative assessment system for the non-core subjects
2) Improve phonological awareness and other reading/writing strategies across the school in order that
children make excellent progress, including those with Specific Learning Difficulties
3) Development of mathematics subject leadership in line with current English model
4) Review/revamp ICT to meet the needs of learners. Improve audio visual infrastructure and telephony
5) Development of the pastoral aspects of phase leadership
6) Begin due diligence process with a view to finalise joining Alban Academies Trust
7) Review premises needs going forward and look at bidding processes
8) Continued development of lettings and hiring in order to generate extra revenue for the school
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SDP
Draft Timetable of Key
Activities
2018/2019

Spring 2019

Autumn 2018
















 School Improvement Plan (SIP) intro

























Safeguarding updates
Reading and Writing Projects INSET
SEF update
Reception Baseline
Induction programme for NQTs
Pupil Progress Meetings 1
Performance Appraisal Reviews - New targets
Long term and medium term planning in place
IIPs set up
Let The Magic Begin whole school focus and writing
stimulus
Classroom observation and learning walks
Maths lesson study sessions
MAT meetings and parents forum
Writing moderation
Science Marking INSET
Governors’ Day 1
Parent Consultations
Pupil attainment/progress reviews
Standards Visit with HIP
Subject leader carousel
Anti-bullying week
First term report and Parent Consultations
SIP review
Christmas performances

Pupil Progress Meetings 2
Governor Day 2
JARV
PPMs
Assessment System for Non-Core INSET sessions
Classroom observations/learning walks
Performance appraisal mid-year reviews
1st Pupil Reports
Maths moderation
2nd term assessments
Wellbeing Week
SIP mid-year review
Parent Consultations
Easter Performance

Summer 2019














Moderation
SATs
Sustainability Week
Pupil Progress Meetings 3
Governor Day 3
Residential trips
Parent and Pupil Surveys
Final teacher assessments
Transition meetings – pass on assessment details
NQT final assessments
Performance Appraisal Final Review
Sports Days
Final pupil reports
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Leadership and Management Action Plan 2018/19
Governing Body, Headteacher: Andrew Farrugia, Deputy Head: Michelle Cole, Assistant Head/INCo Ruth Palmer
Phase Leaders: Lower (EYFS and Y1) – Sophie Lincoln, Middle Phase – Lucy Gleeson and Upper Phase - Adele Girdwood
Outcomes from 2017/18
High quality induction and training delivered to NQTs – all 3 passed their year and commented on high level of training as did those who completed
their First Direct training with us. Budget priorities completed. MAT proposal with Alban Academies Trust taken forward.
Priorities for 2017/18
Target

Actions – What will I do?

Establish
clear
expectations
/job descriptions
for phase
leadership



SLT to discuss what the key roles and
responsibilities of Phase Leadership should
look like and then put into a clear job
description

Develop role of
phase leaders to
support pastoral
work across the
school
Start due
diligence process
with the Alban
Academies Trust
Finalise
membership if
mutual
agreement over
schedule
Develop lettings
and bidding
processes to
generate income
for future
projects





Establish responsibilities
Review reward systems for behaviour
Develop systems to support lunchtime
staff and those on playground duties



Due diligence discussions with members
/trustees of AAT
Discussions over schedule of delegation
and representation
Forums with staff and parents








Establish a trial breakfast and after school
club
Continue to look for possible further
lettings
Look at possible bids to support the
expansion of our school facilities

Lead

Timescale

Monitoring

Success Criteria

AF

Sept ‘18

Governors
AF/MC/RP




Clearly defined roles
Referenced in
Performance Appraisal

AG/LG/SR

Sept 18

Governors
AF/MC/RP



Governors



Pupils have clear
understanding of
reward system and
expectations for
behaviour
A clear understanding
on terms and conditions
of joining
Due diligence process
acceptable to all parties
A final decision made on
memberships

AF/PG/Governors

Autumn term
18




AF/Claire
Banks/Helen
Regan

Spring 19

Governors





Club established, well
run and profitable
Further lettings income
generated
Plan for bids for building
works established

Review and Evaluation
(RAG)
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English Action Plan
Subject Leadership Team: Gemma Ellwood and Laura Walker supported by Leah Maycock and Sally Welton (RWI)
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Improve the teaching of reading comprehension across the school
High number of pupils (95%) achieved ARE in reading at the end of Y6 and 56.7% above. In KS1 the number of pupils achieving ARE in reading was
broadly in line with the previous year’s national average and the number working above was well above – 32.6% compared to 25.2% last year
nationally, was higher. The greater focus on guided reading after initial INSET at the start of the year has made a real impact.
1.

2. To raise the standard of writing in KS1 to bring it in line with the rest of the school.
INSET and support was put in place to ensure that the teaching sequence for writing was being used in planning and that children were being
given enough opportunities to write and also to reflect upon and improve and redraft work. The numbers of children achieving both at and
above ARE were above last year’s national averages and the work in books was commended by both our HIP and OFSTED.
3. To support and develop high quality teaching of spelling and handwriting across the school.
Spell- to- Excel is being run throughout KS2. SPLD children and Year 4 also began to use some alternative techniques to help with spelling
developed with Su Kemp-Robertson.
Cursive handwriting software has been purchased for the school to use on laptops, so it can be displayed and used on worksheets, etc. and has
been particularly well embedded in Reception and Key Stage 1.
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English Priorities for 2017/18
Budget £300
Target

Actions – What will I do?

To further close
the gap for
those working
below age
related
expectations in
reading,
including those
in receipt of the
pupil premium



To continue to
embed the
teaching of high
quality spelling
across the
school.










Establish clear expectations around the
teaching of reading, particularly relating
to guided reading sessions
Effectively monitor and support the
continued development of Guided
Reading sessions across the school.
Take part in KS2 Reading Fluency
Programme to develop pupil’s reading
of more challenging texts

Monitor the teaching and use of the
Spell to Excel spelling scheme of work
across KS2
Support the development of a
structured spelling program for Year 2
Work in collaboration with the RWI
leaders to ensure high expectations for
spelling in all RWI groups
Work in collaboration with RP/SKR
project in order to ensure the best
possible provision for children’s reading
and writing with SpLD

Lead

GE/LW
(Cross ref
to R
Palmer
and SKR
Reading
and
Writing
Project
strategy)

GE/LW
RP/SKR

Timescale

End of
Summer 2
2019

Monitoring

Learning Walks

Success Criteria



Increased numbers of
pupils working at ARE
in each age group



Learning walks
evidence high quality
guided reading
sessions.



Spelling assessments
show marked
improvement in the
quality of spelling.
English book looks and
subject leader
carousels show
improved spelling
standards in children’s
work.
Learning walks show
evidence that the
spelling programs are
being followed and
that the expectations
of the children are
sufficiently high.

Review of Reading
Files
Optional SATs

End of
Summer 2
2019

Learning Walks
Work scrutiny and
moderation


Optional SATs



Review and Evaluation
(RAG)
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To support and
develop high
quality teaching
of handwriting
across the
school.




Cursive model adopted across the
school
Teachers to model cursive handwriting
in all subjects

G. Ellwood

End of
Summer 2
2019

Learning Walks



Work scrutiny and
moderation



English book looks and
subject leader
carousels show
improved handwriting
standards in children’s
work
Standards of
presentation improved
and seen in lesson
observations and work
scrutiny
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Mathematics Action Plan
Subject Leaders: Michelle Cole (KS1) and Debbie Huntley (KS2) with support from Beth Jones (KS1) and James Berman (KS2)
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Children’s mastery of the fundamentals of mathematics was developed especially in KS1 with the Maths essentials programme. The resources for practical
work in KS1 were audited and completely revamped.
Results in KS1 saw a 10% increase in number of children achieving greater depth up to 30%, which is well above last year’s national average.
At KS2 95% achieved ARE and 40% above: both figures are well above national and county data when compared to 2017 results.
Our OFSTED and HIP learning walks had mathematical reasoning as a focus and validated the high quality of work across the school.

Maths Priorities for 2017/18
Budget: £500 for maths leadership training

Target

To develop a newly
established maths
team

Actions – What will I do?

DH to be inducted into new maths
subject leader role with support of
MC and JB autumn term.
DH to take part in HFL 5 days
Mathematics Subject Leader
training to support this.
JB to work in the maths team as
‘Pedagogy Lead’ – supporting with
coaching and lesson study.
In spring term, BJ to be inducted
into the team, taking over from MC
as KS1 Maths Lead.

Lead

MC, JB, DH
From spring term
BJ

Timescale

Summer term

Monitoring

AF

Success Criteria

All members of the maths team
will feel confident in their roles
DH will develop confidence and
understanding of maths subject
leader role
JB’s pedagogy expertise shared
and utilised as part of the team.
BJ confident as KS1 maths lead in
spring term.
DH and BJ to attend Maths
S.L Twilights and summer
subject leader carousel
together to develop team
leadership further.

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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To develop the
consistency of
calculation
progression and use
of manipulatives
throughout the
school

Lead staff meetings looking at the
Calculation Policy to help develop
staff understanding of key
strategies for their year group(s).
Use the Calculation Policy
alongside the HFL Essentials Maths
support to develop reasoning,
depth and mastery in KS2.
Facilitate phase meetings with
Years 3-6 to lead staff development
on ideas and resources in the
Essentials Maths resources that
could help to accelerate maths
teaching.

DH

Summer 2019

DH and MC

MC and AG

Class teachers will be confident in
‘tracking back’ calculation
methods for pupils who are
working below ARE in Maths

Investigate the teaching of times
tables consistency throughout the
school and whether a whole school
approach is needed.
To use lesson study
to further develop
teaching of Maths
(especially in Year 2
and 3)
Including learning
sequences, problem
solving/enrichment
of maths

Set up lesson study in Years 2 and
3 for teachers to observe one
another – focusing impact on
pupils’ learning..
JB to support with lesson study set
up and work with the Year 2 and 3
team to set this up.

Learning walks will demonstrate
improved consistency in
calculation methods taught

MC and JB

Autumn and
Spring terms

JB

Times tables will be taught
effectively throughout KS1 and 2.
Consistency of maths teaching in
Year 2 and 3 will continue to
develop.
Teachers will be empowered to
work collaboratively to further
refine and develop pedagogy of
maths teaching.
Problem solving and thinking
opportunities will be evident
throughout the mid-phase.
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SEND and Inclusion Action Plan
INCo: Ruth Palmer, SpLD Lead: Su Kemp-Robertson,
Outcomes from 2016/17 Priorities
Greater adoption of techniques across the school including those to support children with SpLD. Nessy established across the school although consistency of
delivery will be part of the focus of next year’s project . IIP’s developed to include pupil view and better involvement /contribution from parents. Pupils with
SEND, or who were identified as having SEND earlier in their time at school, showed good progress in end of KS2 tests. Better recognition of pupils in Reception
who have SEND and of those who will be entering the school in 18/19 – including talks/familiarisation sessions.
SEND Priorities for 2017/18
Budget £500

Target

Develop the
phonological
awareness skills
and other core
skills for learning
to read and write
in order to
broaden
teaching beyond
RWI

Actions – What will I do?

Implement project developed and planned
last year to widen the literacy teaching
techniques used in Reception and
KS1/lower KS2.

Lead

RP/SKR

Timescale

Training –
Sept 18

Monitoring

RP/SKR and SLT

Success Criteria



Assessments
Sept 18
Programme
run over
18/19
academic
Year





Improved
reading and
writing
particularly for
those who have
made little or
sluggish
progress on the
RWI scheme
including those
with SpLD.
Improved
confidence and
enjoyment for
these children
(pupil voice)
Uplift in
progress data
for reading and
writing

Review and Evaluation
(RAG)
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Provide effective
support for
pupils with ASD

Support the integration of new starters
with ASD.

RP

Some work
already done
in
preparation.
Further
sessions for
parents
September
‘18
Training
opportunities
for staff over

RP and SLT






Pupils settled
into school
IIPs in place
and effective
EHCPs applied
for if
appropriate
Good support
for parents
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Science Action Plan – Adele Girdwood
Subject Leader: Becky Hyland (from Sept 18) supported by Adele Girdwood
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Working Scientifically (WS) principles were developed through INSET and the use of ‘working scientifically wheels’ which were introduced on classroom
walls to explicitly state the key aspects of scientific investigation. There was good evidence of this being used in learning works and work scrutiny.
The other key aim of last year’s plan was to ensure that lower attaining pupils were supported to access the learning in science lessons. Evidence from
learning walks and book looks showed that use of a range of recording methods helps to supports differentiation, e.g. partially completed graphs, annotated
photographs, annotated diagrams as well as the use of next steps that match the ability of pupils. Pupil voice also showed that lower attaining pupils were
interested in science.

Science Priorities for 2018/19
HfL Assessment materials £165

Target

Accurate
assessments of WS
skills in science.

Actions – What will I do?








Roll out assessment tasks
across year groups for each
term. Initial training and
familiarisation needs to take
place beforehand.
Analyse data and pick up any
anomalies.
Set up opportunities for
moderation within year
groups.
Science wheels to be stuck in
front of children’s books at the
start of the year
Develop and train science
champions in classes to
promote awareness of WS

Lead

Timescale

AG / science lead

Assessment
activities in
place by
autumn and
moderation
sessions across
the year for
each year
group.

Monitoring





Subject leader
carousel – book
look.
Monitor that WS
wheels are boing
annotated.
Pupil voice via
science
champions

Success Criteria

Teachers confidently making
accurate assessment judgements.

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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skills and their importance.

Quality science
based marking and
feedback that
develops all learners
as scientists.




Deliver inset that focuses on
next step marking / feedback.
Share good practice
Compile portfolio of evidence
and exemplification of how
different ways of providing
feedback can deepen learning.

AG / Science lead

Inset in
autumn term.
Expect to see
evidence of
improvement
in Spring term.




Regular book
looks over the
year.
Subject leader
carousel.

Children’s books, across all
abilities will show evidence that
marking and feedback is matched
to their ability, is challenging and
develops their scientific thinking
and knowledge.
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Humanities Action Plan
Subject Leader: Claire Watson
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Eco club has run successfully this year. They have designed and carried out the ‘balloon project’ throughout the year in an effort to reduce waste and
cut gas/electricity bills.
A joint project with Bunnings was undertaken and the team planted new pots in areas of the nature garden.
The team are also launching a food waste campaign in school in May to introduce the new food bins and attempt to cut waste.
Audit has shown that we are deficient in number of maps and globes in school. Resources for effective teaching of weather need to be ordered. We
also need to order or subscribe to a site that will give us access to OS maps. Humanities lead liaised with CS – forest schools lead. All year groups now
have planned time in nature area and using forest schools.
Humanities Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Resources for
Geography need to
be purchased in
order for National
Curriculum coverage.

Actions – What will I do?



Order resources

Lead person and
people involved

C.Watson
N. Gurney

Timescale

Sept ‘18

Cost/Resource
implications

TBC

Monitoring

Success Criteria

Through
carousels to
check use of
resources.
Through
learning walks.

Resources

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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Develop provision
for high attainers.



Provide moderation
INSETS, exemplars of
work and banks of ideas
for stretching the HAPS>

Develop assessment
for humanities.



Provide more INSET
training during twilight
sessions.
Moderation activities
Exemplars provided.




C.Watson and
N.Gurney

Throughout
2018/19

Time to plan

CW NG

Evidence that pupils
identified as having high
ability are stretched
further during humanities
lessons.

CW NG

Throughout
2018/19

Time to
arrange/produce
material

CW NG

All pupils will be assessed
in humanities by end of
2018/19/
A secure system will be in
place.
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2018/19 Religious Education Action Plan
Subject Leader: Susan Howitt
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Teachers are implementing the ‘Hertfordshire Agreed Syllabus of Religious Education 2017-22’ and using the documents available to support planning
R.E.
Trips and/or visitors were evident in all Key Stages last academic year. This supports and enhances R.E. learning.
We also participated in the Spirited Arts Competition. This has good cross-curricular links and supports objectives from the Hertfordshire R.E.
Syllabus.
Humanities Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Actions – What will I do?

To ensure that planning
and teaching using the
‘Hertfordshire Agreed
Syllabus 2017-22’ is
effective in EYFS and KS1.

-Liaise with teachers in EYFS and
KS1 about R.E. planning.
-Check if resources are available for
effectively teaching the new
syllabus.
-Look at R.E. work and analysis
content, look at progress from EYFS
to Year 2.

To ensure the
‘Hertfordshire Agreed
Syllabus 2017-22’ is used
in KS2.

-Pupil Voice with JLT.
-Be part of the Subject Leader
Carousel.
-Book Look.

Lead person and
people involved

Timescale

Cost/Resource
implications

SH
EYFS and KS1 staff

Sept 2018- July
2019

New resources/
books may need to
be purchased.

SH
Teachers

Sept 2018- July
2019

Monitoring

Success Criteria

SH

All EYFS and KS1 teachers
confident about using the
‘Hertfordshire Agreed Syllabus
2017-22’. Good R.E. planning
evident.

SH

All teachers using the
‘Hertfordshire Agreed Syllabus
2017-22’.

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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2018/19 Computing Action Plan
Subject Leader: Andrew Farrugia/Jon Ryan
Subject carousel identified good learning opportunities in nearly all year groups. New tablets were put in each class which meant that each class had some ICT provision in class
which was independent of the trolleys and therefore available for immediate access.

Computing Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Ensure ICT
equipment is in a
workable condition
to support children’s
learning and the
running of the
school.

Actions – What will I do?







Ensure that software
needs are met to
deliver the
computing
curriculum
particularly in Y1




Lead person and
people involved

Ensure that all
computers, log in
details,
subscriptions etc.
are all ready for the
start of the
academic year
Set up Osprey
Classroom with a
suite of computers
as a class suite
Ensure SIMS etc. is
working

JR

Review suitability
current scheme of
work
Audit current
software against
the computing
needs of each year
group

JR/AF

Timescale

Sept 18

Cost/Resource
implications

TBC

Monitoring

AF/SLT

Success Criteria








By March 18

TBC

AF/SLT





Teachers have
working
computers/intera
ctive whiteboards
Computers are
operable
Children are able
to start up
machines, login in
good time.
Office machines
are in good order
and office staff
have issues
resolved in a
timely manner
Computer
sessions support
the aims and
objectives of the
curriculum
Pupil and staff
voice reflects this

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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2018/19 Music Action Plan
Subject Leader: Rachel Wray
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
A large number of pupils participated in musical activities across the school. All participated in the Christmas shows. Year 4 wen to the o2 and choirs
made up from different groups of children went to the Alban Arena concert and/or the Royal Albert Hall. End of term concerts also feature many
children – over 120 at the Autumn show for example.
Children also performed at the Christmas and May Fairs and at the Marlborough School music festival – M Fest.
Music Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Actions – What will I do?

Lead person and
people involved

Timescale

Cost/Resource
implications

Monitoring

Success Criteria

To disseminate
expertise staff
teaching music in
KS1 and 3rd class for
yr3 during PPA.

Current planning can be
shared to give staff a
head start. Staff to be
given training on
Charanga resource as
this could be utilised
particurlaly in year 1.

RW to be given some
time to share with
KS1 ideas around
planning and
delivering a strong
music curriculum.

Autumn term
– needs to be
early on

Release time/ or
time within an
inset / staff
meeting needed
to be given.

RW to meet
termly with
adults teaching
music to make
sure they are
confident at
delivering the
curriculum.
Look at video
evidence.

Staff should
understand and have
access to Charanga in
order to support their
delivery of music.
Photographic/ video
evidence should be
accessible.

Resources to be
maintained/
replaced/ audited.

In light of different
adults needing to access
the music instruments –
a timetable for KS1 to
use the music room
should be set up.
Clear expectations
about how to set up/
put away instruments is
crucial in order to
maintain high standards

RW to be given time
to show staff where /
how instruments are
stored. An additional
role for music leaders
could be to ensure
resources are stored
away correctly.

Autumn term
– needs to be
early on –
either staff
meeting or
INSET – KS1
teachers only

Release time/ or
time within an
inset / staff
meeting needed
to be given.

RW on her 2
days a week to
monitor how
the music room
has been looked
after – 3days
this can be
music leader
role

Minimal replacement
of equipment

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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but also avoid loss and
damage.
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2018/19 Art and Design Technology Action Plan – Becky Hyland
Subject Leader: Nicky Gurney from September 2018
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Art and DT used across the curriculum and creativity evident within all subject areas. Permanent mural reflecting ‘Our School/Local Community’ evident in main corridor. Building on
skills and forging links with our artist in residence (Stu McLellan) as well as those of parents within our school community. Celebrating children’s skills and learning with an art
gallery, on our GFS website, as well as termly cross-curricular corridor displays throughout the school. These were undertaken well in the Autumn term and staff found the format
and break down of skills for their specific year group very helpful. Highlighting relevant skills covered termly. Evident when undertaking Subject Carousel. New staff more familiar
with Projects on a Page planners and showing greater evidence of planning for a function and user. Aware of distinct difference between being ‘decorative’ and being fit for purpose
and function –For who? To do what?

Art and DT Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Actions – What will I do?

Lead person and
people involved

Timescale

Cost/Resource
implications

Monitoring

Classroom art
resources
purchased for
new Y3
classroom and
audited/checked
so sufficient
resources in
current classes

Audit and order resources
in Summer 2

B Hyland
D Dorman
(all staff)

By end of
term

TBC

BH

Build confidence
in using Art books
as ‘ideas’
books/visual
diaries (show an
exploration/study
of ideas and
reasearch)

Provide INSET
Examples of good practice

B Hyland

Autumn Term

Time

BH

Promote Art Log/Sketch Books
as ongoing development and
collection of ideas, visual diaries
and planning, embedded crosscurricular to develop better
practice

Success Criteria

All classes/new staff
have sufficient
classroom ‘essential’
art resources e.g.
paint brushes, pots,
oil/chalk pastels,
pens, paints,
(including
watercolour)
charcoal, drawing
pencils
Staff using ideas
books confidently and
evidence of testing
out ideas – research
and study - in
children’s books

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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Develop
assessment for
Art and DT

Provide INSET

B Hyland

Throughout
2018/19

Time to collate
and devise
suitable
assessment
material

BH

Staff will be able to assess
pupils confidently.
An appropriate system for
both ART and DT will be in
place.
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2018/19 MfL Action Plan
Subject Leader: Debbie Huntley
From September 2018 - Jill Cameron
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Staff informed of which Language Angels units should be taught in each year group and this has been implemented. Even staff who do not speak French are now confident in using
Language Angels resource and able to deliver high quality lessons. All staff who need to use Language Angels (KS2 only) now confident in using the website and resources. TAs also
confident in using. Have sought feedback from colleagues and provided additional resources as/where relevant.
Cover staff able to pick up and teach French with little/no prior knowledge.

MfL Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Actions – What will I do?

MFL policy to be
reviewed

Review policy and
amend as appropriate
to reflect new
teaching resources
etc.

Assessment of MFL
as part of
foundation
subjects – as
identified by
OFSTED/school
development plan

Look at options for
assessment

Lead person and
people involved

Timescale

Cost/Resource
implications

Monitoring

Success Criteria

Subject Leader, AF,
Governors (for
Policy review)

Summer
2017

JC

Policy in place

Subject Leader,
SMT

Summer
2017

JC Staff

Summative
Assessment System in
place

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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2018/19 PE Action Plan
Subject Leader: Jo Johnson
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Pupils at Garden Fields continue to participate in all local competition and all children leave Y6 having participated in at least one competition outside of school. In KS1 some
children participated in a regional gymnastics event too. Inter house swimming galas were also run and all of our KS2 children were able to participate.
The daily mile was also introduced for children to do during the school day.
95% of our Year 6’s left Garden Fields being able to swim 25 metres.
Achievements in competitive sport this year included our girls winning their football group, netball group and the District Cross Country league.
We also finished second overall in the large schools St Albans District Sports (athletics) event.

PE Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Provide
opportunities
for less able
swimmers to
have further
coaching
sessions in the
summer term of
2019

Actions – What will I do?

Lead person and
people involved

JJ to identify those
unable to swim 25
metres in the Spring
term from Y5 and 6

JJ

Timescale

Spring 2019

Cost/Resource
implications

Monitoring

Parental
contribution/Sports
Premium money

JJ

Success Criteria

As many children
achieving 25 metres
as possible

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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To explore
feasibility of
applying for a
Sports England
bid/lottery
funding for a
third hall for
sports/astro
pitches

Research possible
funding streams
Liaise with Sandringham
to look at how they
financed/developed
theirs

AF/JJ

Spring 2019

None for the initial
investigation

AF/JJ

Know whether it is
possible
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2018/19 Spiritual Moral Social and Cultural (SMSC) Action Plan
Subject Leader: Talla Lee
Outcomes from 2017/18 Priorities
Character Education planning available for whole school to use. Multi-cultural events across school at least once a Year and cross curriculum links made.
Multi-cultural Story Telling week and Food Festival organized summer 2019.
Character Education assemblies to explore and promote virtues.
-Character Education awards given out for virtues (termly) with contributions from all staff.

SMSC Priorities for 2018/19
Target

Actions – What will I do?

To Compare
objectives of
Character
Education and RE
and combine
where relevant

Present in Staff meeting
Be available to help staff

Lead person and
people involved

TL liaising with
LH/other staff

Timescale

Autumn 2018

Cost/Resource
implications

Monitoring

TL:
Lesson
observations/book
looks/pupil voice

Success Criteria

Lessons/activities
streamlined/linked
where appropriate

Assess:
Assess use of CE
plans by teachers

-Who is using the
lessons?
-How useful are they?
-Feedback

TL

Autumn 2018

TL with staff

Improved planning
for children’s
learning in SMSC

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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2018/19 Action Plan for Higher Attainers
Area Leader: Talla Lee
Outcomes for 2018/19
Most able activities currently for: maths, Literacy, PE and Music
-Literacy specialist from Girls’ School works with MA Year 5 children
-Maths, Reading Quizzes attended by Year 5 and Year 6 pupils
-Maths Challenge work for Year 6 by JB
-Competitions in PE for numerous sports including football, gymnastics, athletics, swimming, etc. including some specifically for those talented in PE
-Music events including singing at Roya Albert Hall, O2, Alban Arena
Higher Attainers Priorities for 2018/19
Target

How to plan for
Most Able in
science and also
non-core subjects

Actions – What will I do?

Assess current
provision
Look at opportunities
to extend beyond that
provided currently

Lead person and
people involved

TL

Timescale

Throughout
year

Cost/Resource
implications

Monitoring

TL and SLT

Success Criteria

More opportunities for
higher attaining pupils in
other subject areas to
those currently provided
for

Review and
Evaluation
(RAG)
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EYFS ACTION PLAN
(Incorporating Reception and Year 1 Phase priorities)
Vision: To create a stimulating and effective indoor and outdoor learning environment where every child’s learning needs are met.
Priority 1: To improve the quality of teaching and learning.
Objective

To support
children with
behaviour/SEN
need to ensure a
nurture or social
skills session
continues.

Specific Actions

Work alongside INCO to
develop strategies to
support pupils with
SEN/Behavioural Needs.

Person/s
Responsible

SL
EYFS/Y1 Team
Lunchtime staff

Success Criteria

- Early observation of EYFS
pupils identified by EYFS
Team and by the Inco to
ensure early identification of
needs/possible support
required.
-Learning Support Assistants
support the individual needs
of SEN children.
-All team aware of needs
and behavioural support
strategies.
-Adaptations made for SEN
children
-Lunchtime staff aware of
needs and observation
needs within the
playground. Must follow the
strategies in place for
specific children.
-Provision put in place to
replace previous nurture
sessions.

Specific
Monitoring

SL
R.P

Completion Date

On-going
throughout the
18/19

Evaluation of impact on pupil
progress/Outcomes
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Embed selfassessment
strategies in the
EYFS.

-Develop and embed selfassessment strategies in
the EYFS to include stamps
and the use of green and
pink highlighting for the
second part of the year.
-Embed the use of next
steps across the setting.

EYFS Team
Year 1 Team

Work with schools in the
local area to find the best
way of carrying out next
steps that does not take
away from good quality CIL
observations.
Autumn Term:
EYFS: Introduced to basic
stamps and used alongside
adults.
Year One: Continued use of
stamps for assessment in
written work alongside
green and pink highlighting.
Introduce written next steps.
Spring Term:
EYFS: Introduction of all
stamps. Spring B use of
green and pink highlighters.
Year One: Children to begin
to use purple polishing pens
to respond to teachers
marking or verbal feedback.
Summer Term:
EYFS: Begin using the stamps
as a checklist for selfassessment. Green and pink
highlighting is embedded.
Year One: Ensure the use of
purple pens are embedded
with all children to prepare
them for year 2.

SL

End of each term
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Develop effective
literacy and
language skills and
interventions
across the phase.

Develop the
teaching of
literacy during
literacy and RWI
lessons.

-To ensure Ruth and Su’s
literacy and language
programme is being
carried out effectively
across the phase.
-Interventions for EYFS
and year 1 to happen
during the same slot to
support the monitoring of
these interventions.
-To ensure all staff have
had training in carrying out
good quality literacy
interventions across year 1
and EYFS.

SL
Phase Team

-Ensure provision is put in
place early if there is
another cohort with high
literacy need
- Include 10 minutes
literacy skills session are
put into every RWI session
to cover the aspects that
are missing
-To ensure exciting writing
opportunities are always
accessible to children in all

SL
Phase Team

-Time ring fenced for EYFS,
Yr 1 and Yr 2 to carry out
interventions at the same
time so groups can be mixed
if needs meet this.
- Teaching assistants
planning and delivering
effective intervention
sessions.
- Teaching assistants gain
CPD in area of intervention
they are delivering.
-Teaching Assistants aware
of objectives and share
assessments with class
teachers half termly.
-Children make progress
within the areas of
intervention.
- Phonics screening results
do not dip any further.
- Ensure teaching sequence
for writing is being carried
out during Friday year 1
class based literacy lessons.
-2017-2018 data
- Literacy had the lowest
number of children working
at age related or above (only
64 out of 87 children).
Writing data was slightly
lower than reading.
-Observing each others
literacy lessons to share
good practice (Reception
Tuesday literacy lessons and
Year 1 Friday literacy

SL

New intervention
groups set at the
end of each term.
To be reviewed
regularly.
Observations of
literacy lessons
carried out by
phase leader and
literacy leader
across the year.

SL

End of year –
Summer 2019
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areas of the EYFS setting.
- Literacy interventions set
up in year 1 in September
following end of Reception
data and handover
information.
- To ensure all year 1
teachers have experience
of the teaching sequence
for writing and are using
this for their Friday class
based literacy lessons.

To develop the
transition from
Reception to year
1 to include good
quality CIL during
the first term of
year 1.

-To ensure good quality
CIL is part of maths and
topic lessons during the
Autumn term of year 1.
-To develop the layout of
each year 1 classroom to
ensure there is a creative
area, role play area and
reading area the children
can all access during CIL.
-To ensure evidence is still
recorded in topic and
maths books using
observations and good
quality work produced
during CIL and adult led
tasks.

lessons)
- Developing the use of high
frequency words
consistently in class and
share these with parents to
work on these with children
at home.

SL, SW and
year 1 team

-Year 1 teachers to observe
CIL in Reception.
-SW to work with year 1
team in planning the CIL
ideas.
- Visit to Bernards Heath
who are now using CIL
throughout the infants.
- Adaptiing the year1
timetable to ensure there is
CIL time.
- To explore if there is any
space for an outdoor area
that year 1 can use during
CIL.
-Monitoring of books to
ensure high expectations are
still evident.

SL

Assess at Autumn
half term and
then again at the
end of the
Autumn term.

Priority 2: Developing the quality of formative assessment and summative judgements across the setting.
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Person/s
Objective

Specific Actions

Specific
Monitoring

Success Criteria
Responsible

To use target
tracker
statements to
monitor the
progress of
skills across the
EYFS cohort.

To ensure
cohort analysis
data is being
used to
monitor the
progress of
individual
children and
identify
vulnerable
groups or
those at risk of
delay.

-To use target tracker to assess the
statements covered after baseline
and at the end of each term rather
than highlighting sheets.
-To analyse these statements at the
end of each term to monitor
coverage and see where more
support/challenge needs to be
inputted.
-To ensure PPM meeting notes are
shared across EYFS and year 1.
-Half termly data is used to identify
children’s attainment and progress.
- Develop the use of PM
Benchmarking to assess reading
across the whole year rather than
just using it in the summer term.
-Data is used to create specific
interventions/support for children.
-Each teacher to share their class
data with the team half termly
-Ensure SEN adult support informs
class teacher of learning/progress
on a regular basis.
- Continued monitoring of EYFS and
yr 1 RWI groups to ensure most
children are working at age related
expectations and that no children
are repeating books.

SL
EYFS Team

SL
EYFS/Y1 Team

-SL to train team on
how to use target
tracker to assess the
statements covered.
- Teachers to use
these statements to
inform their
assessments when
inputting the steps.
-Cohort data is
shared with team.
-Regular team
meetings to ensure
children vulnerable
of not making
progress are picked
up quickly.
-Support/
Interventions are
planned for and
timetabled.
- Monitoring of RWI
groups and
assessments.
-SEN support
providing regular
feedback forms of
progress within
intervention
activities.
-Data is used to
support the
completion of
PPMs-New sheet to
be created.

Completion Date

SL

End of baseline
assessments
End of each
term

SL
Inco
English lead
EYFS RWI lead

Half Termly

Evaluation of impact on pupil
progress/Outcomes

.
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-All children’s target tracker
statements to be checked against
evidence in learning journals/books
for year 1.

Ensure
previous and
current
assessments
are secure for
1-1
moderation.

EYFS and year 1
teachers
SL to oversee.

- Ensure year 1 moderations is
taking place termly across writing,
reading and maths.

-Outcome sheets
indicate evidence
needed for
judgements to be
secure.

Internal an
external
moderations.
SL-Book
Scrutinies

-EYFS Judgements
consistent and
accurate.

-Ensure all sources of assessment
match up e.g. RWI assessments, PM
benchmarking and colour book
bands.

Termly

SLT book
Scrutinies

-Year 1 judgements
are consistent and
accurate.

-Gaps in evidence to be highlighted
and teachers/T.As to observe
specific children in CIL to gain
evidence for the gaps.
-Year group, whole school and
across school moderation meetings
to take place.

Priority 3: Leadership and Management
Person/s
Objective

Specific Actions

Success Criteria
Responsible

To ensure all
members of staff
are aware of any
medical and/or

-Create a provision map at
beginning of year to share
with team members and

S.L to create
All EYFS staff to
add over the

-Ch with additional
needs/support are
identified as early as

Specific
Monitoring
S.L

Completion Date

Each Term

Evaluation of impact on pupil
progress/Outcome
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special needs.

new members of staff.

year

- Use provision map as a
working document to
continuously be updated
over the year.

- Working with parents to
ensure we are using
correct strategies
-Overview created for all
members of staff to be
aware of specific
needs/support.

- Care and actions plans
are put in place with the
children starting Reception
this year who have servere
needs.

-Informally and formally
observe members of the
Phase Team.

Observe teachers
and provide
feedback to
improve
teaching/learning.

- Provide opportunities for
teachers to observe each
other and share good
practice.

possible.

-Interventions
timetabled. using
document and findings
from baseline
assessments.
S.L
A.F

Subject Leaders

-S.L to timetable
observations and time
for team
teaching/supporting.
-Termly Book scrutinies
identify progress of
marking and feedback.

-Provide positive
constructive feedback and
return to see actions in
place.

-Learning Environment
feedback sheets identify
improvements towards
effectiveness.

- Regular general feedback
to be given during phase
meetings

-Evidence of improved
teaching/learning.

- Support the settling in of
two new year 1 teachers.

S.L

Termly
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Complete End of
Year Data
Analysis sheet.

-Create an end of year
data analysis sheet
providing details of
outcomes for each area of
learning.

S.L

-Improvements to be
made are identified.

S.L

September 2019

-Actions are created for
the year.

-Create targets for the
next year.

Garden Fields 3 Year Strategic Priorities set in 2016 (due for review 2019)
Garden Fields JMI School Strategy 2016-2019
Our Strategic Priorities
 Develop a high quality curriculum which inspires all children; optimising their social, emotional, creative and
academic outcomes
 Provide children with engaging and rich learning opportunities; nurturing values, skills and learning
behaviours to empower lifelong learning
 Refine school-wide systems and organisation, resulting in a collaborative school community
 Continue to develop effective teaching teams, across phases, to support high quality outcomes for all learners
 Support learning with effective interventions and clear communication with staff, pupils and parents/carers
Garden Fields JMI School Strategy 2016-2019
Our Strategic Actions
1. Ensure most pupils achieve age related standards in reading, writing and maths
2. Ensure good achievement for disadvantaged pupils

